Regional tidal volume assessed by gated lung imaging.
We have measured regional lung tidal volumes and functional residual capacities by accumulating and framing iso-volumic images while the patient rebreathes 127Xe. As the lung changes shape during ventilation corrections for changes in geometry were obtained by simultaneous collection of 99Tcm counts from the gated perfusion scan. Regions of interest were made to vary throughout the respiratory cycle so that a region had always the same value of 99Tcm counts. From the corrected 127Xe counts regional tidal volumes (TVr) and functional residual capacities (FRCr) were derived. In patients with established chronic bronchitis and emphysema FRCr were greater and the ratio TVr/FRCr decreased compared with patients with relatively normal static and dynamic lung volumes. Preliminary studies suggest that this ratio was a better discriminator between normal and abnormal regional function than estimates of regional xenon washout. Studies with xenon-133 have contributed to our understanding of the physiology of ventilation but have contributed somewhat less to routine clinical practice. This results in part from the unsatisfactory physical properties of xenon-133. Its relatively low gamma ray energy of 80 keV results in significant self-absorption losses and the activity which may be administered is limited by the radiation dose from the associated beta particles so that relatively poor counting statistics are obtained. With inhaled technetium-99m (99Tcm) microspheres imaging conditions are greatly improved but the distribution of these particles may not equate with the distribution of ventilation particularly if wet particles are used. Moreover, simultaneous microsphere perfusion scans with technetium-99m as a label are impossible. Krypton-81m gas has a suitable energy but the short half-life of the rubidium-81m generator (4.7 h) makes supply difficult and the ultrashort half-life of the krypton-81m gas (13 s) leads to problems in calculating the indices of ventilation. Xenon-127 (127Xe) gas has a more favourable dosimetry profile than xenon-133 because it does not have associated beta particles. Further it has an energy (203 keV) suitable for modern gamma cameras and may be used in the presence of injected 99Tcm microspheres to provide simultaneous ventilation/perfusion imaging. Conventional techniques have assumed that a static image of a dynamic process is adequate. As the lungs move during imaging, some account of this respiratory movement should be made.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)